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Format of the session
•
•
•
•

Introducing the concept (5 mins)
Case example from speaker (10 mins)
Small group work – addressing your own
LEDS challenges (45 mins)
Report outs (10 minutes)
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Effective enabling environment to mobilise
investment

ENABLING
POLICY
FRAMEWORK

Source:
Green Growth in Practice, Lessons from Country Experiences

PUBLIC BUDGET
SUPPORT

E3G

GOVERNMENT
FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS

Enabling Policy Framework Investment grade policy
Early engagement of stakeholders and dialogue –
particularly private investors – to increase
transparency and buy-in to policy objectives
Institutional arrangements
to facilitate effective
cross-Ministerial
coordination and
integrated resource
planning

Clear, long term and
coherent policy and
regulatory framework

Price signals in the market
including subsidies and
carbon price supporting the
deployment of low carbon
alternatives

Economic planning with aim of
realising benefits of green
growth through market creation
(e.g. standards, building codes,
transport policy etc)
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Effective use of public budget and
frameworks
Public finance for LEDS can be allocated directly from public budgets or through the
establishment of national or sectoral fund structures or through financial intermediaries

Insights from GGBP
• Governments can choose from different public finance sources and management

options  range of revenue sources (budgets, taxes, user charges, international
development assistance, etc.) to support green growth

• Allocation of public funds through various mechanisms: budgetary support,
procurement, infrastructure investment, grant and loan facilities, and equity investment

• Direct budget allocation can provide flexibility to governments to fund priority green
projects and programs and facilitate mainstreaming of green growth
• Use financial intermediaries and dedicated funds can combine and leverage public
and private finance and utilize delivery channels that directly reach market actors
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1. Direct use of public budget
Funding source

Advantages

Disadvantages

General public budget
allocations

Provides flexibility and control
for government allocation
process; simple to administer

May not be stable source of
funding; may be subject to
political budget cycles; green
strategy needs to compete with
other priorities for funding

Revenues from
earmarked taxes

Can provide steady and reliable
revenue stream

Dependent on continued political
support for green priorities; tax
base may decrease

Revenues from user
charges

Not accounted for in public
budget; less susceptible to
erosion of tax base

May be resisted by public and
business; tax base may decrease

Funding from
international
(development) sources

Finance may be available at low
interest rates; other support,
i.e. technical assistance, may be
provided

May be slow with complex
administrative process; may have
other conditions attached

Revenues from resource
trading and auctioning;
royalties

May generate revenues; can
provide shift from polluting
activities to green growth

Dependent on market price of
resource auctioned likely to be out
of control of national government

Source:
Green Growth in Practice, Lessons from Country Experiences
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2. Public intermediaries and dedicated green
funds
Dedicated funds

Public banks and
financial
institutions

Sovereign
wealth funds

Green bonds

• Intermediaries provide an institutional set-up to blend public and private
funds from various sources to a single budget.

• They can administer the distribution of the funds to the target group.
• Separating green funds from the public budget allows the funds to be kept off
the balance sheet of public expenditure
•Human and institutional capacity for effective fund management is significant
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Key lessons on use of public budget and
frameworks
Make effective use of public
funds, including:
Direct budget allocation to
sector agencies and subnational governments and
applying user fees, earmarked
taxes, and other revenues


Consider use of public
intermediaries and dedicated
green funds


Examples
Korea: ‘2 Percent Rule’ where
Korea:
‘2 Percent
Rule’
government
spends
2% where
of GDP on
government
2% of GDP on green
green growthspends
implementation
growth implementation
Vietnam: Aggregates international
Vietnam:
funds with Aggregates
public fundsinternational
via national
funds
public fundsgreen
via national
budgetwith
to mainstream
growth
budget
to mainstream
green growth with
with development
programs
development programs
South Africa: Green fund providing
South
funddevelopment
providing
catalyticAfrica:
supportGreen
for green
catalytic
projects support for green development
projects
UK: Created new Green Investment
UK:
new Green
Investment
Bank Created
to fund green
projects
with at least
Bank
to fundleverage
green projects with at least
3:1 private
3:1 private leverage
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Concluding Remarks


Each country follows different approach related to its needs, circumstances
and priorities



Approaches will involve combination of public policy and public finance

Successful strategies may include the following features:
• Appropriate institutional arrangements to facilitate effective cross-Ministerial
coordination
• Adopt investment grade policies, which send long-term green price signals
and align economic and environmental drivers

• Careful targeting of limited public funding to create new markets (used in
parallel with fiscal policy)
• Duration and form of support, including exit strategies to avoid market
distortions
• Early engagement of stakeholders and dialogue to understand how different
sources of finance can best meet national and/or sectoral objectives
• Linking strategies with development priorities

Detailed materials of E3G finance work can be found at
www.e3g.org
I can be contacted at Amal-Lee.Amin@e3g.org
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Peruvian Climate Finance
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National climate finance pillars
Through MEF, the Peruvian Government plays an important role in facilitating
channeling resources to climate change, with emphasis in three pillars:

1

Produce information about climate change effects over national
economy and the establishment of a portfolio of actions to address
them

2

Develop financial and tax instruments for climate risk management

3

Generate incentives that induce changes in the behaviour of
economic agents and promote low carbon development
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Some existing financial instruments
Public Budget: Results based budgetary programs (PpR)
Municipal Incentive Plan
Public Investment National System (SNIP)
Fiscal Policy: Fuel tax with noxiousness index and Canon law (Potential)
Disaster Contingency Fund
FINCYT (Potential)
PROFONANPE
Rural electrification program with solar energy
Public Private Partnerships: Work for Taxes (waste management)
Renewable energy auctions
COFIDE instruments
Libélula

Results based budgetary program
Link resources allocation
with a specific result to be
achieved, related to a public
policy goal – people focused

Goal
Reduce amount and dangerousness of no controlled solid waste
disposed in the environment

Product 1
Clearly defined,
measurable, achievable

Responsible, procedures,
indicators, reportable

Companies have information to
change production and
consumption behavior

Activity 1

Activity 2

Instruments /
ecoeficiency

Product cycle
awareness
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Product 2
Entities with integral solid waste
management system

Activity 1

Activity 2

Training /
technical
assistance

Management /
infrastructure
operation

Private Sector
Key actors
• PROINVERSION
• SBS
• Financial Consumer Defense

Tendency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private credit increase (3 times since 2003)
Low influence from short –term foreign capital
Liquidity improvement of the financial system (14.5% from 2011 to 2012)
Low debt levels unpaid
New participants intervention
Transparency improvement
Micro-finance system growth

First initiatives in climate finance
•
•
•
•
•

Carbon markets (CDM and voluntary)
Environmental Private Funds: FONDAM, Aquafondo
Voluntary Financial Initiatives: Equator Principles
MEbA project
CSR: Carbon footprint and compensation
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International disbursement channels
Private
(Technical assistance and donations)

Official
(Technical assistance, donations and financing)

Counterpart funds
Local funds from foreign embassies
Funds from international financial
institutions
Private donations

Bilateral: Direct from government
Multilateral: International organisms, financial
institutions and multilateral funds

Technical assistance
Cooperation
Loans

COFIDE

Central Government

Regional
Legend:
Actual official channel
Actual private channel

Local

Libélula

ENIEX

Cooperation Agencies
(IDB, UNDP, UNEP,
USAID, GIZ)

NGO’s
Companies
Universities

Way forward
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Addressing challenges
•

Develop a clear policy that integrates economic and social development,
environmental management, mitigation goals and climate resilient into a LEDS

•

Harmonize the regulatory framework

•

Adopt a national process to channel efficiently international finance

•

Improve the quality and disposition of information

•

Define a clear structure inside public finance to channel resources with a climate
change perspective

•

Have clear investment needs and generate adequate capacities

•

Incorporate climate change criteria in public and private financial instruments

Libélula

Creating an enabling framework

Strategic goals

Climate Change National Strategy

The Climate Finance Pathway should
enable the CCNS implementation

Libélula

Creating an enabling framework
As a result of the international financing growth, there is an increased interest of
MINAM and MEF to improve its use efficiently through specific goals:
Goals
• Create a legal instrument proposal that create institutional arrangements for climate
change management, and an implementation plan
•

Technical assistance and financial services to support pilot projects

•

Financial models and institutional roles developed in coordination among main
projects and entities

•

MRV system for the NCCS and annual reports of the implementation progress

•

Critical mass of public actors with enhanced capacities, dedicated to dialogue,
coordination, learning and knowledge management
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Initial framework for climate finance
Development priorities
Increased
productivity /
efficiency

Green priorities

Renewable
energy and
energy
efficiency /
adequate solid
waste disposal

Reduction of
conflicts /
poverty

Forest
management
and
conservation

Key pilots
Increased productivity
through energy efficiency
and rural electrification

New forest governance
model

Policies, laws and regulations, capacities, institutional arrangements,
science and technology, and financial assessment
Public budget
and incentives
(enabling)

PPP

“Improved” private
finance
(Low carbon resilient
infrastructure)

Cooperation /
International
investment

Libélula

“Additional” private
finance (CSR, polluters
pay principle, carbon
price)

Thank you

www.libelula.pe

Addressing your own LEDS challenges
Some questions to ask yourselves:
In groups of 7-8 with both country
and technical representation


Identify a time-keeper, a
rapporteur and a presenter



Each country – share a
challenge you currently have
related to this topic



Agree on 1-2 common
challenges to be the focus of
group discussion



Share ideas on good practices
and solutions



Identify opportunities for further
collaboration and learning



Capture ideas on the output
template sheets



Remember to stay in ‘coaching’
mode

1. What have been the challenges with allocating
public budgets and examples of what has
worked well and why?
2. Have financial intermediaries (national
development banks) been important? What
have been the challenges and successes with
these?
3. Have other Government budget processes
been utilised? E.g. green taxes, green
procurement - how successful and/or
challenging have these been?

4. What would help improve the process for
allocating national budget for implementation
of LEDS? Are there any tools or mechanisms
that you consider of particular value?

Capturing discussion points and outputs
In your
learning
group:
before you
finish your
session please
be sure to
complete your
output sheet!

Hearing back from you





Main insights
New ideas
Commitments and actions

Please hand your output sheet to
the moderator

